Case Study

CompuCal allows Carlsberg’s Northampton
Brewery to streamline all of their calibration
management into one easy to use system

The company provides tailored calibration management and instrumentation
sales solutions to clients across Medical Device, Pharmaceutical, Food, Dairy
and Beverage, Manufacturing and Retail sectors. CalX is also the largest fuel
verification service provider on the island of Ireland.
Carlsberg UK is a wholly owned subsidiary of the
Carlsberg Group and is the UK’s fourth largest brewer
employing over 1,800 people across the business. All
manufacturing carried out by Carlsberg UK occurs
at our Northampton Brewery site, producing some of
the UK’s best known and most loved beer brands
including Carlsberg, Carlsberg Export, Carlsberg
Special Brew, Carlsberg Citrus and the latest addition
to the Carlsberg portfolio, Carlsberg 0.0%. Carlsberg
UK also produces Somersby Cider, Tuborg and
San Miguel.

Currently the only Carlsberg UK site using the
CompuCal system is the Northampton Brewery.
Carlsberg’s previous system was very manual, difficult
to manage and complex to administrate, while
preparing for audits became extremely timeconsuming. Now using CompuCal they know that
everything is easily accessible from a single location.
All calibration records are held in a single database and
are always ready for an audit. CompuCal provide a
value for money turnkey solution helping clients to
understand the system, and provide the expertise to
import data into the correct fields.

“Using CompuCal allows us to streamline
all of our calibration management into 		
one easy to use system. We have been
able to very quickly improve efficiency, 		
reduce administration time and move
to a paperless solution”.
The Carlsberg plant manages over 600 critical
instruments and are adding to this as the system
grows. The license currently caters for 2 concurrent
users and this can be scaled up as required. There are
close to 40 users set up in the system and 2 can access
in the same session.
Key benefits:
Moving to CompuCal allowed us to easily automate our
processes and work in a much more efficient
way. Our previous systems were disconnected,
very manual and very time consuming to manage.
CompuCal allows us to have full visibility of all of our
instrumentation in a single easy to use system.
• Improved efficiency
• Accessibility from anywhere
• Reports and KPI’s updated on the fly and
easily accessible
• Single easy to use system giving full visibility
of all instrumentation work
• A move to a paperless solution
• Standardized our processes
• Reduced time for data entry
• Eliminated manual data entry errors
• Automated planning and scheduling
• Automated deviation management and email alerts
• Installed confidence that we are always
prepared audit’s
• Reduced time to prepare for audits
• Manages full traceability of all historical records
• Manages references and full reverse traceability
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